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MONTHLY MEETINGS
General Monthly Meetings are held in the Kogarah School of Arts. Bowns Road.
Kogarah on the second Thursday of each month at 2.00 pm.
The Speaker is followed by afternoon tea then a short business meeting.

Speakers

. j

September 14

Simon Annabel: in charge of the Georges
Riverkeeper Program, Simon will speak on
, Revitalizing the Georges River'.

October 12 .

Iiay Thorburn: from the Kiama Genealogical
Society, Family History Resource Group, will
speak on 'Prisoners of Conscience in Colonial"
Australia' - convicts transported here because
they followed their conscience.
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Committee Meeting
September 11 7.00pm
October
9 7.00pm

3/14 Resthaven Road South Hurstville
1 Meriel Street Sans Souci
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NEW MEMBERS
We have been pleased to welcome the following new members to the Society.

ESTHER and ANDREW LEE
LORRAINE and BARRY LEE

*********

WILLIAMS THE SHOEMEN PTY. LTD.
(from an article in The Leader 15 September 1971)
One of Australia's early settlers, John Williams, a Cornishman, found his fortune on the
Ballarat goldfields in 1864 - but not from the gold he had gone to seek. .
He compensated for the gold he didn't find by estabhshing a boot and shoe store.
That first store has multiplied in the century-plus since the gold rush days into a chain of almost
70 shoe stores.
Trading under the name Williams the Shoemen Pty.Ltd., the chain stretches from 60 stores in
Victoria to two in South Australia and five in New South Wales.
The newest link in the chain - the fifth New South Wales store - is opening in Westfield's
Miranda Fair Shoppingtown.
:

it was ieyressUm, strikL.s and Cow waees.
'The co(onies 6egan to tark seriousCy cf 'Federation. 1t was a time! iftymt yo(itica( activity
ancf natwna( stocktaking.
. ... r- .

Elsewhere in New South Wales around 1890.:á,:.-;_,á

'11ieJ'erWd seemd o6ses~~~tfi imaaes ifthe ~fi,_ c~J'~~~Y
of (ow and fiate. 'The
grey fonne( si"t/fe-sfiitt cf Gusfi workers 6ecame! the dra6 garment of disenchantment.
'For women, tfiis decade saw the £rut cf the 6ustfe. Skirts were Cone, waists n~t.t( liats were
tiny andfeg-o'-mutton sCeeves an,eared.
'Then, 6y the 19105, smart men wore 60wfer hats, resyecta6fe lark suits and waistcoats,
mocked 6y the '(arri~ns' cf the area whose dress grew more am{ morefom6cyat1,t. 'Different
YUShes' ievefoyei variations on tfiis 6asic efement of dress. 'The (arrikin dressed in tight
fitting cfotfies atuf 600ts witfi fiigli neefs. tJ{is trousersford at tnt bottom am{ extramcfinary
attention wasyaid to slices. Some are said to have fUu{ ettame( work or mirrors on the toe cays
usedfor imyroyeryuryoses.
.
Reference: Clothes in Australia - A Pictorial History by Cedric Rower
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SYDNEY FERRIES
from our meeting on 13 July 2006
Our speaker, Bill Allen, Commercial Manager of the Sydney Ferry Service 1989 1992, also a Ferry Historian, presented more than fifty photographs of ferries and was
able to tell us the history of all of them. He obviously has a great love of ferries and
certainly has a vast knowledge of their history and service along the coast and in
Sydney Harbour. He gave us the date of launching and the number of years of service
for each of the ferries, interspersed with interesting anecdotes.
Sydney grew up around ferries, the first being the "Rosehill Packet", built at Circular
Quay on the site where the Customs House is today and launched on 11 October 1789.
It took three days to get to Parramatta (called Rosehill in those days) where convicts
were growing fruit and vegetables for the colony.
That was the beginning of the
ferries on Sydney Harbour.
Over the years many ferries were built here and were used for trade as well as
providing service for passengers.
Types of hulls and engines were changed to
increase speed and ease of operation, but eventually shipping companies imported
vessels from England and Scotland where there were less union problems.
When land was opened up in Manly, the Port Jackson & Manly Steamship Company
was formed. Their first vessel, the "Brighton", was built in Scotland and was brought
out under sail and steam.
It was possibly the most lavishly appointed ferry ever to
grace Sydney Harbour. The remains are still intact today at Port Stephens.
As settlement increased more companies were formed, ferry building boomed and
services improved. However, in the days when it became known that a bridge would
be built over the harbour, economies were introduced into ferry building and ferries
became more basic.
One such ferry was the ''Lady Chelmsford" which is still
operating in Melbourne.
This seems to indicate the quality of the workmanship of
the day.
One of Bill's favourites was the "Lady Edeline", 1913 to 1985, which operated on the
Lane Cove River. The story goes that regular passengers had their own seats, not to
be occupied by anybody else, even to the point where Catholics were at one end and
Protestants at the other. When the "Lady Edeline" was eventually replaced there was
chaos because the seating was different. "But it was fun".
Ferries were not only used for passengers. In 1916 the Zoo was being moved from
Moore Park to Mosman and there weren't vehicles big enough to transport the
elephants. So they were walked to 'Circular Quay and put on the "Kedumba" to cross
the harbour, but 'Jessie' was very reluctant to step on board and it took about 20
minutes to convince her that it was safe.
.
After the Bridge opened in 1932. ferry traffic dropped off but at that time there were
51 ferries carrying 47 million .passengers per year.
And they- had no radios, no
computers, less staff than they have today and there are now less ferries.
In more modem times we have Showboats, River Cats and the familiar Manly ferries,
aU vast improvements on the ferries of the early days. But, as in those days, the
ferries provide necessary transport as well as the opportunity for us to enjoy our
waterways.

Mavis Ward
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KOGARAH HISTORICAL SOCIETY INC.
--PUBLICATIONS

--

Monograph no 1

Joseph Hector Carruthers and the incorporation of
Kogarah 1884 - 1886, by Peter Orlovich. 1970
Monograph no 2 Kogarah School, by J.J.Fletcher. 1970
Monograph no 3 Kogarah and District. Sept. 1977 Comprises
previously published in KHS Newsletter.
Monograph no 4 George's River. Sept. 1977 Comprises articles
previously publish ed in KHS Newsletter
Monograph no 5 Entertainments of Yesterday. Sept. 1977
Comprises articles previously published in KHS
Newsletter
. The Carlton Story, by R W.Rathbone. 1964. Reprinted 1979
A History of Lighting. June 1980
Centenary of Education NSW 1980. Schools around the Kogarah
Municipality, by E. Howard. 1980
Carss Bush Park. Sketches and text by Paul Sheehan, Editing by
A .G. Coxhead. March 1981
The History of Blake hurst , by AG.Coxhead. Feb. 1982
The Sans Souci Peninsula, by Margaret Smith. April 1984
Centenary of the illawarra Railway 1884 -1984, edited by
AG.Coxhead Sept. 1984
Centenary ofNSW Fire Service 1884 - 1984. April 1984
Carss Cottage. Opening of Historical Museum at Carss Park Oon 28th
August, 1971.Published by KHS 1971. Note: further research has
since corrected several statements made in this edition.
The Carss Family, Carss Cottage and Carss Park, by Joan Hatton. .
1997
Note: This book corrects several statements in Carss' cottage, Opening
... , and incorporates much of Carss Bush Park, by Paul Sheehan
Carss' Cottage . ( Leaflet of 4pp used as handout at Carss Cottage.)
Several versions have been produced
The "Cocky Bennett" Story. What a bird. 4pp. no date. Possibly
March 1979
. One Flag, One BOlte. .One Destiny..._sj_r Joseph.Carruthers and
Australian Federation, by Beverley Earnshaw. Sydney. KHS 2000
The Land Between Two Rivers: The St George District in Federation
Times, by Beverley Earnshaw. Syd., KHS 2001
An Australian Sculptor; William Priestly MacIntosh. Syd., KHS 2005

***********
This is a complete list of the publications ofKHS to July 2006.
Numbering the monographs seems to have been abandoned after
Monograph 5. From a list in Monographs no 4 and 5, r found a
statement that Monographs 1 to 9 had been published ..
Monograph No 6 Recollections of By-gone Days, No 7 Early

)
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Monograph No 6 Recollections of By-gene Days, No 7 Early
Residents of Kogarah, No R Oatley and No 9, Carss Park, were ail
intended to be a collection of newsletter extracts. i am convinced that
these projected publications did not eventuate, in this form.
I found a statement in the Newsletter of September 1979 that The
Carlton Story, by Ron Rathbone would be Monograph No 6, but it was
not so numbered.
Dr Joan Hatton produced Mr Oatley, the Celebrated Watchmaker, Mr
Lycert, Artist to Major General Macquarie and Mary Stokes in 1983.
This would have been Monograph :-.0 8 but was published by
Hursrville Historical Society.
Car55 Bush Park, by the Park Ranger, Paul Sheehan, would have been
Monograph 9.
I therefore feel this list is a full and correct record of our Society's
publications .
.
,
When a date of publication was note stated in the publication, I have
taken a date from the report of sales in the Newsletter.
B. Goodger
.Research Officer
13.7.06

WHAT DID YOU SAY???
If you are still pondering over the solutions to the cryptic sentences on page 7 of our last
Newsletter here they are:That that is is that that is not is not is oot that so.

That that is, is, that that is not, is not, is that not so?
2YYUR2YYUBIQJR2YY 4ME

Too wise you are, too wise you be, I see you are too wise for me.
and more questions to 'tease' your memory.¥¥¥¥..¥¥¥¥
1. What do the letters ANZAC stand for?
2. What is a billabong?
3. Who wrote the book 'Snugglepot and Cuddlepie'?
4. What was Sir Donald Bradman's test batting average?
5. Which company brews Australia's most popular beer, VB?
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Ballantyne, on the work of
MARY CARD
This was an "Extra Monday" when we were fortunate to have Barbara Ballantyne introduce
us to the art of crochet and the world of Mary Card Barbara is an authority on this art and
has written very informative books about Mary Card in which she details the stitches and
explains, in detail, how to interpret instructions.
Mary Card was an Australian who began her career as a teacher but, due to the loss of her
hearing, she was unable to continue and had to find another source of income. She tried
various things, including writing short stories but she found her true calling about 1928 when
the Ladies' Work Association in Melbourne advertised for women to repair crochet work
which was coming back into fashion
Mary could crochet and a lot of work came her way.
This repair work Jed to designing and she began to produce. her own original work which
proved to be very popular in America and England. Mary had to overcome the considerable
handicaps of being both deaf and a single woman when she embarked on her new career.
However, she was very successful and lived overseas for a number of years, while
maintaining close contact with Australia through magazines.
Barbara brought a number of examples of crochet work made from Mary's designs and
explained the types of stitches. Some of these items were actually made by Barbara who is
also skilled in this art. These pictures might help to show the beauty and intricacy of Mary's
designs which is difficult to describe with words.

Eucalyptus D'oyley

Belgium D'oyley

Mary marketed her designs in graph form and accompanied them with detailed instructions,
some of which were very complicated, for example the Statue of Liberty and National Coats
of Arms.
She was very fond of Australian themes of gum leaves, wattle, waratahs
kangaroos, kookaburras, etc, a welcome change from roses and shamrocks. While Mary's
many designs were popular all over the world, she occupied a special place in the hearts of
Australian women. She was still creating designs until shortly before her death in I 940 at
the age of79. Mary has left a legacy of beauty to enthuse others to emulate her talent.
Barbara is a very talented lady and her explanations enabled us to understand and appreciate
the skill and patience required to produce the type of work she showed us.
MaviS Ward
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A ugust, 2001, as pari of a display of ..... onzbiIUJ of the
CARSS PARK UFESAVING CLUB
we had on display the British Empire Medal IIWanied 10 lifesaver,
Laurie Slattery. Sadly, Laurie passed. away II few weeks ago.

An article in the St. George and Sutherland Shire Leader dated 6 February J960 records the
bravery of Laurie and other lifesavers who took part in the
RESUSCITATION TRlALS IN 1 ~
"Yesterday's volunteers were Laurence Slattery, of Walton Street, Blakehurst, and Lesley
Wasley, 31, of Queen's Park Road, Bondi Junction, both members of the Carss Park Life Saving
Club.
"Doctors first gave them an intravenous anaesthetic and then paralysed their chests and
respiratory muscles with the deadly South American poison, curare.
"The curare halted their breathing and they were kept alive with artificial respiration.
Four methods of artificial respiration were used yesterday-Holger Nielsen, hip lift back
pressure, Sylvester, and mouth to mouth.
"The resuscitation was given by Dr Frank Whitebrook, physical education instructor at the
Teachers' College, and Mr Allan Denny, an instructoroftbe Royal Life Saving Society.
"Both 'guinea pigs' were kept alive by resuscitation for an hour and a half"

il

These tests were held at the Page Chest Pavilion of the Royal Prince Alfred Hospital under the
supervision of the RP A anaesthetist, Dr Bruce Clifton.
The twelve men and women involved as guinea pigs answered a newspaper advertisement for
volunteers for a lifesaving project. The ABC filmed the trials and presented it on television some
time later, but unfortunately they do not keep films after thirty years. TIle Royal Life Saving
Society donated their book, Royal Lifo. A History of The Royal Life Saving Society-Australia by
Jim Downes to our Society which devotes a chapter to this event, and further reading of this
book gives a clear understanding why these trials were necessary.
The tests began on Saturday, 5 February 1960 and continued on the following five Saturday
mornings until the twelve volunteers had undergone the trials. They were: Owen P Leonard,
Arthur Stephens, Ina L Arthur, Lancelot B Dawson, Allan G Simpson, Kenneth C Breyley,
Laurence F Smith, Thomas E Howard, Laurence S Slattery, Dulcie M English, Alfred B Heyer
and Lesley M Wasley.
The Carss Park Lifesaving Club members who volunteered were: Laurence Slattery, (20) of
Walton Street, Blakehurst; Lesley Wasley, (31) of Queen's Parle Road, Bondi Junction; Kenneth
Breyley ofKogarah Bay; and Barry Dawson of South Hurstville. Other St George men were
Alfred Heyer of Mortdale, Owen Leonard of Brighton-le-Sands, Arthur Stephens of Rockdale
and Alan Simpson, a Hurstville ambulance officer.
At the AGM of The Royal Life Saving Society-Australia in August 1960 all volunteers were
awarded the "Meritorious Award". Mid-1961 they were presented with the British Empire Medal
by the Governor, Sir Eric Woodward, at Government House. Their collective Citation read:
"There is a form of heroism that transcends bravery in the excitement of battle or swift action in
emergency. This heroism is the coolly calculated risking of one's life or health in the cause of
humanity."
Janette Hollebone
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Kogarah Historical Society
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invites you to

Join our Walkingá Tour
"Kennibe's Dreaming"
-

The leaders who becamewise through
the power of the people.
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as part of

The 1 Oth Annual Historyweek 2006
An Initiative of the History Council of NSW
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Walk with

FRANCIS BODKIN
Indigenous Education Qff"teer at
Mt. Annan Botanical Gardens
who will walk us along the waterfl"oot at

Carss Bush Park
and tell us of the legends of the waterways
and the leaders who listened..

Saturday 16th September 2006
at 10.00am
Carss CoHage Museum. Carwar Avenue
Turn ott Princes Highway and go to the end of Canrar Avenue

Cost: $5.00 I $1.00 child.
Morning tea will be included
Enquiries: 9546 1580 - coralew@chilli.net.au

This event provides an opportunity for young and
old to enjoy the surroundings of this beautiful
area and to learn of its fascinating history.
The Museum will be open with free admission.
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MONDAYS AT THE MUSEUM
September 25 at lO.OOam

Book now!
Speaker will be HARRY GRIFFITHShis life and experiences in the 'Golden Days of Radio'
working with Jack Davey, Willie Fennell, Ada & Elsie, Dick Bentley
and Roy Rene 'Mo'.

The Royal Flying Doctor Service
MA VIS WARD reports on our August 10 Meeting
At this meeting we had an interesting visitor, lim Blyde, a volunteer with The Royal
The Service is best known for its role in emergency medical
treatments and transport, particularly in remote areas of Australia, but it also provides
assistance with inter-hospital transfers, community nursing and other health services,
including dentistry. Today the Service covers about 80% of Australia and covers
more than 7 7 million square kilometres, an area as large as Western Europe.

Flying Doctor Service.

The Service was founded by Rev Dr John Flynn, an ordained Minister of the
Presbyterian Church, who was deeply committed to the people of the outback and
always wanted to establish "a mantle of safety" for these people.
A bequest from
Hugh Victor McKay who left 4,000 pounds, on condition that the Australian Inland
Mission contribute the same amount and, with help from the Government and
Wilmont Hudson Fysh+of QANT AS~ 'Dr FiYIUI was-able- to commence-the-Service-on
is" May 1928, operating out of Cloncurry in Queensland. At first regarded as an
experiment, the Service attended to 225 patients in its first year and survived the Great
Depression.
Last year it attended some 234,000 patients. In 1941 the name of the
Service was changed to the Flying Doc/or Service and the prefix "Royal" was granted
by the Queen in 1955.
They needed radio communication to connect the base and homesteads and help came
from Alfred Traeger who had invented a two-way radio and improved it by equipping
the generator with bicycle pedals.
That was the birth of the famous pedal wireless.
Sets were installed in station homesteads, later replaced with Morse Code and
eventually with single sideband radio transmission during the 1970s.
When the
School of the Air, which supplemented correspondence lessons sent to the children of
the outback, was established, it used the Flying Doctor Service radio network.
This
also gave those living in isolation a voice to communicate with one another.
Despite having to use sometimes unsuitable airstrips and navigate using landmarks
such as water courses, boundary fences, etc, as well as having to dodge any stray
animals, the Service has maintained a good flying safety record.
Over the years
navigational aids have improved and more sophisticated aircraft are now used. The
near new Beechcraft King Air aircraft, currently being purchased, cost about $7
mi1lion each, with $1 million each to equip them with medical and other equipment.
The success of the RFDS depends on the competence of the doctors and nurses. They
are always on call and can often be contacted in less time than city dwellers can get to
see a doctor. The service is also available to travellers in the outback.
Radio/telephones enable doctors to conduct clinics from a distance.
For use in
emergencies, literature, drugs and medicines, supplied by the Health Department and
checked regularly, are kept at stations.
They also have charts identifying areas of
the body with numbers, so that the doctor. can diagnose the problem and prescribe
treatment without even seeing the patient.
It costs around $40 million a year to operate the South East Section (NSW, Victoria
and Tasmania).
Some Government funding is received but the Service relies on the
generosity of supporters, organisations and the public for donations.
The Historical
Society presented Jim with a donation of $50 for the RFDS, along with personal
donations from those present
Jim's talk was informative and interesting and gave us some understanding of life in
the outback, how they communicate with each other and cope with medical
emergencies.

Do you know these
LADIES OF THE BALLET?

i
1

Jan Sloane, Val Hellyer, Dulcie Stead, Alice Larsen, Val Barry. Pam Swanton,
Betty Green, Ilma Adey.
who were all members of Kogarah Musical Society in 1948.
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9
16
23
30

Coralie Lewin & Meg Thompson
Mavis Ward & Ken Grieve
Trudy Johns & Elizabeth Emerson
Betty Goodger& Janette Hollebone
Cath Sullivan & Leo Sullivan
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6
13
20
27
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Gilda Tilia & Carol Tier
Bob Williams & Mary Williams
Trudy Johns & Elizabeth Emerson
Betty Goodger & Janette Hollebone

